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Abstract—In this paper, the interaction between ac and dc grids
is studied for two types of MMC control structures; conventional
and non-conventional control structures. Linear analysis
methods that are based mode shapes and participation factors
are used to identify dynamic interaction in a hybrid ac-dc power
system. The analysis uses as a test system a three terminal
Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) based Multi-terminal
High Voltage DC (MTDC) grid connecting three multi-machine
asynchronous ac grids. The results show that there is some
dynamic interaction between ac and dc grids under conventional
MMC converter control structure, while the non-conventional
MMC converter control structure decouples the ac and dc side of
the MMC converter, thus avoiding interaction between the ac
and dc grids.
Index Terms—dc grids; hybrid ac/dc systems; MMC-MTDC;
Small signal stability

I.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in multi-terminal high voltage dc (MTDC) grids
has grown due to large-scale integration of renewable energy
sources in the power system and need for an increased
transmission capacity that is driven by power markets. In the
future, the MTDC grids will interconnect and operate in
parallel with ac system. Therefore, it is of interest to study the
dynamics of the entire hybrid ac/dc power system.
AC power dynamics are well studied and understood, while
MTDC grid dynamic studies are still an on-going research
topic. In particular, recent efforts have been oriented towards
obtaining small-signal state-space representation of the
Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC), as it is emerging as the
most suitable converter topology for Voltage Source Converter
(VSC) -based dc Transmission schemes [1]. The methods
proposed in [2-5] model the MMC by representing the internal
average dynamics of the converter in full detail, by means of
several synchronously rotating reference frames. Nonetheless,
since the present work is oriented at large-power system
studies, where the macroscopic behavior of the converter is
favored over a detailed representation of all its internal

dynamics, a simplified small-signal model of the MMC is
preferred. More precisely, the work is based on the approach
presented in [6, 7], where only the aggregated dynamics of the
zero sequence circulating current (or the dc current) and the
total energy stored in the capacitors of the MMC are modelled,
besides the dynamics of the ac-side active and reactive
currents. It was shown in [6], that if the modulation indices for
the MMC arms are calculated to compensate for the voltage
oscillations in the internal equivalent arm capacitor voltages,
this approach results in an accurate representation of the acand dc-side terminal behavior, while limiting the need for
representing the internal variables. Furthermore, it will be
shown that these underlying assumptions on the control of the
converter can be potentially useful to avoid ac/dc interactions
in MTDC systems.
In this paper, a test hybrid ac/dc power system with
detailed model of generators, MMC converters and dc cables is
used to study dynamic interactions between ac and dc grids. It
considers two types of MMC converter control structures, and
compares interaction between ac grid and MTDC converters,
and interaction between asynchronous ac grids under the two
converter control structures. Linear analysis methods, which
are based mode shapes and participation factors for the
analysis, are used in the study. The results show that there is
some dynamic interaction between ac and dc grids for one type
of converter control structure while the other type of control
decouples the ac and dc grid dynamics.

II.

HYBRID AC/DC GRID MODELLING

A. Generator and ac network model
A sixth-order model [8], which represents the synchronous
generators as subtransient emfs behind subtransient reactances,
is used to model the dynamic behavior of all generators. The
differential equations for each synchronous generator i are:
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The excitation system for all generators is modeled as
simple excitation system (SEXS) type of automatic voltage
regulator (AVR). The governing equations for an AVR model
connected to generator i are:
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where T1i is governor time constant, T2i and T3i are heater time
constants, ωi and ωrefi are measured and reference speeds,
respectively. Dt is the turbine damping constant, while R is the
frequency droop parameter of the turbine.

where δi is the angle, in radians, between each machine’s rotor
q-axis and the reference machine’s rotor q-axis, ωi is rotor
speed, Δωi is the speed deviation, E'i and E''i are transient and
sub-transient voltages while x, x' and x'' are synchronous,
transient and sub-transient reactances, respectively. Hi is inertia
constant in seconds, while 0′ and 0′′ are the open-circuit
transient and sub-transient time constants, respectively.
Furthermore, 0 is the base rotor speed in rad/s and
is the
synchronous speed, which is the speed of the reference
machine.
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where TAi and TBi are lead-lag controller time constants, Ki is
the controller gain parameter, TEi is the exciter time constant,
Efdi is field voltage and xAVRi a state variable associated with the
lead-lag controller. The AVR takes in the reference voltage
(Vref) and the generator’s terminal voltage (Vt) as an input.
In addition, the ac grid model includes governor system for
system frequency regulation. TGOV1 type of turbine and
governor model was used in some of the generators. The
governing equations for the TGOV1 connected to generator i
are:

The ac network representation considers generators and
converters as voltage sources behind the appropriate
impedances. For load flow calculations, the series connected
voltage sources and impedances are converted to Norton
equivalent current sources with parallel impedances. These
parallel impendences, at generator and converter buses, are
augmented to the grid admittance matrix forming YAug to solve
the overall network load flow according to (4).

I = YAug V

(4)

where I is generators’ and converters’ current injection vector,
and V is ac bus voltage vector.
B. MMC Converters and their controllers
1) Assumptions on the modelling of the converters
The MMC converter has been modelled in accordance with
the approach presented in [6]. Fig. 1. shows an overview of
the MMC simplified modelling configuration under two
different control structures for a single terminal. This
simplified MMC model has been shown to accurately capture
the behavior of its terminal ac and dc macroscopic variables
(dc and ac voltages and currents). It is also expected to be
useful for large power system oriented studies, where the
macroscopic behavior is more important than the converter
internal dynamics. Nonetheless, it was also shown in [6] that
its accuracy is based on some underlying assumptions, recalled
here for convenience.
The simplified MMC model under consideration is based
on the assumption that the upper and lower insertion indexes
are calculated as in (5); i.e., the output of both current
controllers ev* and uc* are divided by the measured sum
capacitor voltages of the upper and lower arm of the MMC vu∑
and vl∑.
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When the insertion indexes are calculated as in (5) the
voltages driving the ac-grid and circulating currents ei and uc
become approximately equal to their reference values.
Equation (5) significantly decouples the zero-sequence

dynamics of the energy-sum from the individual energy
difference oscillations wΔ [6]. Furthermore, the effect of the dqcomponents of uc in the energy-sum zero-sequence dynamics
can be neglected, as they are significantly smaller than the
zero-sequence component ucz [6].
2) Physcial model of the simplifed MMC
From these assumptions, a simplified representation of the
MMC is obtained by modelling only the zero-sequence
dynamics of the energy-sum w∑, and the circulating current icz,
as in (6)-(7). In (6), ceq is the total equivalent capacitance per
arm of the MMC (i.e. Csm/N with Csm the submodule
capacitance), represented in the ac-side per-unit system.
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a) Conventional control
The outer controller regulates ac active power by means of a
droop characteristic as well as the reactive power. The outer
power-regulating control loop is given in (10), where ρd and ρq
are the states created by the integral part of the PI regulator. In
addition, kp,pac and ki,pac are the proportional and integral
tuning parameters of the controller.
*
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Furthermore, the energy control outer loop is performed by
(11).
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The dc voltage dynamics of the cable capacitance
connected in between the dc terminals of the MMC is given by
(9), where cdc is the border capacitance of the cable model.
Furthermore, iL is the cable current, as defined (17). Note that
the zero-sequence of the circulating current is being multiplied
by 4 instead of 3 since it is referred to the ac-side per unit
system.
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Conversely, the circulating current is now used to regulate the
power transfer of the system, calculated at the dc terminals of
the converter, as shown (13).
*
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3) Outer loop controllers
Two different control schemes for the MMC are
investigated in this work, which are depicted in Fig. 1. More
precisely, Fig. 1. (a) shows how the active current of the ac
grid is being used to regulate the ac-side active power with dc
voltage droop control. In addition, the circulating current of the
converter is used to regulate the capacitive energy stored in the
MMC to a desired reference. For the sake of compactness, this
strategy will be referred in this work as the conventional
control. Conversely, the control structure shown in Fig. 1. (b),
hereinafter referred to as non-conventional control, uses
instead the active ac current to regulate the energy of stored in
the MMC to its desired reference. By contrast, the circulating
current is used to regulate the power at the dc terminals of the

(11)

b) Non-conventional control
Note that for the non-conventional control structure, the first
two equations in (10) are replaced by (12), as the active
current takes on the task of energy regulation.
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The ac-grid current dynamics are expressed as in (8), where
ωg and ωb are per unit and base grid frequencies, respectively,
while rv and lv are the sum of filter and half of the arm
impedances.
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converter with dc voltage droop control and contributes to the
dc voltage regulation of the MTDC system.

(13)

4) Inner loop controllers
A phase locked loop (PLL) is used to find the angle the point
of common couple (PCC) voltage vector. The rotating d-q
reference frame used in the converter control has its d-axis
aligned with PPC voltage vector. This definition of d-q axis
allows a decoupled control of active and reactive power,
where the active and reactive power at the grid connection
point are given as in (14).
pac = v pcc,d iconv,d
(14)
qac = -v pcc ,qiconv,q
.
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Overview of assumed MMC Control Strategies with a) conventional control: droop controller providing the ac-side d-axis current references and b) nonconventional control: droop controller providing the zero-sequence circulating current reference

a) Inner controller
The inner controller regulates the current using standard PI
controllers in a Synchronously Rotating d-q Reference Frame
(SRRF) including decoupling feedforward terms, as indicated
by (15). Furthermore, γd and γq are the states created by the
integral part of the ac-grid current inner control loop whereas
kp,v and ki,v are the PI proportional and integral parameters.

dependency of the dc cable’s series resistance r and inductance
l per unit length.
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5) Circulating current controller
The control of the zero-sequence of the circulating current,
proportional to the dc current of the system, is calculated
according to (16).
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C. DC Cable Modelling
The dc cables are modelled as cascaded pi sections with
parallel series branches, as proposed in [9]. The parallel
branches are added to take into account the frequency

Three pi section with three parallel branches cable model

Three pi-sections with three-parallel branches are used in
this study as shown Fig. 2. The conductance G is ignored, and
the capacitances at the beginning and end of the cable are
considered in MMC converter dc side modelling as in (9).
The current in the series element of each pi-section is split
amongst different parallel branches, each with its own RL
dynamics. The current flowing in the jth parallel branch of the
kth pi-section have dynamics governed according to:
1
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(17)

The voltage dynamics at the beginning and end of the cable
are governed by:
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whereas the voltage dynamics in the middle of the cable (v2
and v3) are governed by:
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D. Hybrid ac/dc system model
The complete hybrid ac/dc system model is composed of
the non-linear differential and algebraic equations (DEA)
listed in (1) - (19) representing different components
(generator, converter and cable), and their controllers. In small
signal stability studies, the DAE equations are linearized to
form a linear state-space representation of the system, given
by:

Δx  AΔx  BΔu

where A, B, C, and D are state, input, output and feed-forward
matrices, respectively, and Δx, Δu, and Δy are state, input and
output vectors, respectively. For the hybrid ac/dc power
system used in this paper, the state vector x is:

x avr
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x MMC

T

(21)

Where xgen, xavr, xgov, xMMC and xcable are state variables
associated with generator, excitation system, governor system,
MMC converter and dc cables, respectively.
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Two types of linear analysis methods were used for
identification of interaction between the ac and dc parts of the
hybrid ac/dc power system. The first method is based on
elements of right eigenvectors or mode shapes, while the
second method is based on participation factor of states in a
mode. This section introduces the two interaction analyses
methods used in this paper.
A. Mode shape based interaction analysis
Eigenvalues or modes of a real nxn state matrix A are n real
or complex quantities, λ, which are roots of the characteristics
equation:

det( λI  A)  0

(24)

For each eigenvalue λi, there exists an n-element column
vector ϕi that is a non-trivial solution of the equation:

Ai  λi i

(25)

ϕi is called right eigenvector of A associated with the
eigenvalue λi. Its elements indicate the relative activity of state
variables when the ith mode is excited. For example, the degree
of activity of the sate variable xk in the ith mode is given by the
magnitude of the kth element of the right eigenvector, i.e. ϕki.
However, the numerical values of |ϕki| depend on scaling and
units selected for the associated state variables, e.g. speed in
pu, angle in rad. Therefore, relative amplitudes and phases of
elements of the right eigenvectors associated with similar states
are used to analyze modal responses. For example, for an interarea mode, λh, the elements in the right eigenvector
corresponding to the speed states, ϕΔωh, of all n-generators are
selected to show speed mode-shape. Their relative amplitudes
or mode shapes are computed as:
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The input vector, u, for the complete hybrid ac/dc system
model is made up of the references for the generator and
converter controllers:
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where θpll and xpll are phase locked loop (PLL) states. Note that
the MMC states are divided into ac and dc side states
according to [10], such that two subsystems are defined for the
converter. This separation will prove particularly useful to
highlight the case were small signal interactions occur between
the ac network and only the ac-side subsystem of the MMC,
leaving the dc-side subsystem dynamically decoupled from the
ac grid.
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where ϕΔωkh is the speed state associated element with the
largest magnitude. A large relative amplitude in (26) implies
significant “involvement” of the state in mode λh [11]. The
relative phase between the mode shapes indicates how the
machines swing in relative to each other.
In this paper, modes shapes of electromechanical modes are
used to study interaction between asynchronous grids

connected through an MMC based MTDC grid for two types
converter control structures.
B. Participation factor based interaction analysis
This interaction mode identification method is proposed by
[12]. With this method, the hybrid ac/dc system is divided into
subsystems. Each subsystem represents either an ac grid, a
converter or a dc grid, and is formed by grouping the
appropriate state variables. For example, all states of generator,
AVR and governor, listed in (22), make up an ac grid
subsystem.
A parameter ηαi is defined in [12] as a measure of the
cumulative participation of subsystem α in mode i.
Mathematically, ηαi is defined as the ratio of L1-norm of the
vector of participation factors of states in subsystem α in mode
i (pα,i) to the L1-norm of the vector of participation factors of
all states in mode i (pi).

Eigenvalue

STUDY SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND ANALYSIS

The study system is three terminal MMC based MTDC
grid connecting three asynchronous ac grids; see Fig. 3. All
three ac grids contain multiple generators, and represent large
power systems. System topology and data for Grid#1, Grid#2,
and Grid#3 are taken from benchmark systems given in [13],
[14], and [15], respectively. The dc grid is a symmetrical
monopolar system with ±200 kV voltage rating.
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All of the poorly damped modes are electromechanical
modes involving the rotor angle and speed deviation states of
the generators in the different ac grids. From the frequency of
the modes and the dominating states, it can be observed that
λ130,131 and λ128,129 are interarea modes representing oscillations
of groups of generators in different areas Grid 1 and Grid 3,
respectively, while λ121,122, λ113,114, λ115,116 and λ119,120 are local
(intra-area) modes.
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Modes in which more than one subsystem participate in are
classified as interaction modes. For threshold value of χ, an
interaction mode j is a mode where ηαj > χ for two or more
subsystems.
IV.

The linearized state space representation of the system is
computed by using the linearization feature of
Matlab/Simulink. The system has in total 183 number of
modes. TABLE I. lists poorly damped eigenvalues of the study
system with damping ratio less than 10%.
TABLE I.

pαi
pi

ηαi 

The hybrid ac-dc study system is modelled in
Matlab/Simulink by combining the differential and algebraic
equations (DEA) representing the different power system
elements and their controllers; presented in Section II. The dc
grid is operated in dc voltage droop control mode with droop
constant of 4%. All converters are set to constant reactive
power control with zero reference. Two cases of MMC
converter control structures were studied. In the first case, Case
1, conventional type of MMC control structures is used (Fig. 1.
(a)), while in Case 2 a non-conventional type of control
structure is used (Fig. 1. (b)).

Gen 7

3
Gen 3

Fig. 3.

Hybrid ac/dc test study system

Grid #2

A. Observability based method
TABLE II. lists mode shapes of the two poorly damped
inter-area modes for speed state variables. The values are
normalized based on the highest mode shape magnitude for the
speed state variables.

TABLE II.

MODE SHAPES OF INTER-AREA MODES IN GRID 1 AND GRID 3

TABLE III.

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERACTION MODES BETWEEN
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEMS

FOR SPEED STATE VARIABLES

Δω1
Δω2
Δω3
Δω4
Δω5
Δω6
Δω7
Δω8
Δω9
Δω10
Δω11

Case 1 (Conventional)
λ130,131
λ128,129
-0.05 ± j 2.92
-0.13 ± j 3.4
0.347
0
0.374
0
1
0.001
0.936
0.001
0.002
0
0.002
0
0.002
0
0.002
0.765
0.002
0.786
0.002
0.476
0.001
1

Case 2 (Non-Conventional)
λ130,131
λ128,129
-0.05 ± j 2.92
-0.13 ± j 3.4
0.347
0
0.374
0
1
0
0.936
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.766
0
0.788
0
0.477
0
1

It is clear that speed states in a grid where a mode
dominates have high mode shape magnitudes or high
involvement in the mode, e.g. λ130,131 has high observability in
speed states in Grid 1 and λ128,129 has high observability in
speed states in Grid 3. However, these modes are also
observable, to a small extent, in the other grids. Mode λ130,131
has 0.2% observability in almost all generators that are found
in grids other than where it dominates, i.e. Grid 2 and 3, while
mode λ128,129 has 0.1% observability in Generators that are
found in Grid 1. However small, observability of a mode that is
dominant in a grid that are asynchronously connected through
an MTDC grid indicates an ac-ac interaction. On the other
hand, when the non-conventional control structure is used, the
poorly damped modes are only observable in the grid where
they are dominating and they are not observable in the speed
state of the other grids. This implies that the non-conventional
converter control structure removes the ac-ac interactions
observed in the case with conventional control structure.

Number of
subsystems
2
3
4

Case1
(Conventional)
31
13
4

Case 2
(Non-conventional)
20
7
1

Most of the interaction modes are between two or three
subsystems. There are no modes with participation from more
than four subsystems. When comparing Case 1 and 2, it can be
seen that there are a higher number of interaction modes when
conventional control structure is implemented than the nonconventional case. TABLE III. only shows how many
interaction modes exist and how many subsystems participate,
but does not indicate which subsystems are participating in the
modes. In the following analyses, interaction modes are studied
further focusing on ac-dc subsystem and converter subsystems
interactions.
1) AC-DC interaction modes
Fig. 4. and Fig. 5. show interaction modes with at least
10% cumulative participation from Grid#2 and MMC#2 (either
ac side or dc side subsystem) with conventional and nonconventional MMC control structures, respectively. In Fig. 4. ,
mainly Grid#2 and MMC#2 ac side subsystems participate in
all interaction modes. In addtion, there is different level of
participation from MMC#2 dc side subsystem in all interaction
modes except λ104.
Cumulative subsystem
participation 
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Grid #2
Grid #3
MMC ac #1
MMC ac #2
MMC ac #3
MMC dc #1
MMC dc #2
MMC dc #3
Cable
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B. Participation factor based method
In this analysis method, the hybrid ac/dc grid is divided
into 10 subsystems: three subsystems each made up of ac grid
states, three subsystems each made up of PLL and MMC ac
side states, three subsystems each made up of MMC dc side
states, and one sub system made up of the (three) dc cables.
Interaction between the subsystems are studied using the
participation factor method described in Section III.B for a
threshold value of χ =10%.

Fig. 4.

Interaction modes between Grid #2 and MMC #2 subsystems with
convensional MMC control structure

In Fig. 5. , the interaction modes identified between ac and
dc subsystems have participation only from Grid#2 and ac side
MMC#2 subsystems. This shows that under the nonconventional MMC control structure, only the ac grid and the
ac-side subsystem of the converter interact, and there is no
interaction between the ac grid subsystem and the converter’s
dc side subsystem.
Cumulative subsystem
participation 

TABLE III. compares the total number of interaction
modes between different number of subsystems for two cases
of MMC converter control modes. The cumulative
participation (η) of each subsystem is at least 10%.

Grid #1
Grid #2
Grid #3
MMC ac #1
MMC ac #2
MMC ac #3
MMC dc #1
MMC dc #2
MMC dc #3
Cable
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Fig. 5.

Interaction modes between Grid #2 and MMC #2 subsystems with nonconvensional MMC control structure

Similar results were found for interaction modes between
Grid #1 and MMC#1, and between Grid #3 and MMC#3. The
results are not presented here due to lack of space.

Cumulative subsystem
participation 

2) Converter interaction modes
Fig. 6. shows converter interaction modes with 10%
cumulative participation from all three MMC converters for the
conventional converter control structure. In modes λ45,46 and
λ47,48, cable subsystem participate in addition to the MMC
subsystems, while in λ182 and λ183, only converter ac-side
subsystems participate.
Grid #1
Grid #2
Grid #3
MMC ac #1
MMC ac #2
MMC ac #3
MMC dc #1
MMC dc #2
MMC dc #3
Cable














Cumulative subsystem
participation 

Interaction modes for non-conventional type of converter
control mode are shown in Fig. 7. The participating subsystems
are from all three converters, but the dc side subsystems of the
converters. Unlike Fig. 6. the ac side converter subsystem do
not participate. The interaction is limited to dc cable and/or dc
side converter subsystems.
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Grid #3
MMC ac #1
MMC ac #2
MMC ac #3
MMC dc #1
MMC dc #2
MMC dc #3
Cable
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